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Nordikka Commerical LVT 
15 Year Commercial Product Guarantee 

 

The Modern Floor Co Ltd hereby guarantees that in the event of Nordikka Commercial LVT flooring supplied to the original 

purchaser under this agreement, requiring replacement due to ‘Wear-out’ from normal foot traffic within fifteen years 

from the date of purchase, the affected floor planks will be repaired or replaced with the same or similar material. ‘Wear-

out’ means the removal of the pattern and colour from the flooring caused by the removal of the protective wear layer. 

The Modern Floor Co reserves the right to visit the installation to inspect any issues raised with the flooring. 

 

Conditions: 

1. That the floor has been professionally installed by a competent floor installer, including the use of the correct type of 

adhesive. 

2. That the floor has been routinely maintained, using correct products, following our maintenance instructions. Please 

note steam cleaners are not suitable. 

3. That precautions have been taken to prevent indentation from heavy point loading and excessive surface scratching. 

4. Precautions must be taken to eliminate the presence of dirt by using entrance matting. 

 

Damage caused by stains, spillages, burns, scratches, indentations, floods and any other accidents or abuse, as well as any 

reduction in the surface gloss due to normal wear and tear is excluded from the warranty. 

In the unlikely event of any claim under this warranty, please write to The Modern Floor Co Ltd, Unit 3 St Ives Business 

Park, Blackburn BB1 2BX or email sales@themodernfloorco.com. If inspection shows that the floor has been installed and 

maintained as specified, The Modern Floor Co Ltd will repair or replace the affected flooring with the same or similar 

material free of charge. 
This does not guarantee Nordikka Commercial LVT flooring supplied to be fit for a particular purpose or use. It is the 

responsibility of the user or user’s agents to satisfy themselves that the flooring is suitable. 

The manufacture of Nordikka Commercial LVT is accredited to ISO9001 Quality Management Systems. 


